Abstract-Web 2.0 users generate and spread huge amounts of messages in online social media. Such user-generated contents are mixture of temporal topics (e.g., breaking events) and stable topics (e.g., user interests). Due to their different natures, it is important and useful to distinguish temporal topics from stable topics in social media. However, such a discrimination is very challenging because the user-generated texts in social media are very short in length and thus lack useful linguistic features for precise analysis using traditional approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
User-generated contents (UGC) in Web 2.0 are valuable resources capturing people's interests, thoughts and actions. Such contents cover a wide variety of topics that present online and offline lives. For example, the microblog services gather many short but quickly-updated texts that contain both temporal and stable topics. Such topics form a huge and rich repository of various kinds of interesting information.
Stable topics are often on users' regular interests and their daily routine discussions, which usually evolve at a rather slow speed. The extraction of such stable topics enables us to personalize the results and to improve the result relevance in many applications such as computational advertising, content targeting, personal recommendation and web search.
In contrast, temporal topics are on popular real-life events or hot spots. In many circumstances, temporal topics, e.g., breaking events in the real world, bring about popular discussion and wide diffusion on the Internet, where social networks further boost the discussion and diffusion. Take Twitter, the most popular microblog service, as an example. Many social events can be discovered in Twitter's posts (tweets), such as emergencies (e.g., earthquakes), politics (e.g., elections), public events (e.g., Olympics), and business (e.g., the release of a new smartphone).
An example of stable and temporal topics from Twitter is illustrated in Figure 1 . We can tell the difference between them from the temporal distributions and the description keywords. A temporal topic has its text related to a certain event like "Independence Day celebration" in a certain period of time, and its popularity goes through a sharp increase at the occurring time of the event. A stable topic has its description on user's regular interest like "Pet Adoption" and its temporal distribution exhibits no sharp, spike-like fluctuation. It is important and useful to distinguish the temporal topics from the stable topics since they convey different kinds of information. However, temporal topics are discussed with less urgent themes in the background, and therefore temporal topics are deeply mixed with stable topics in social media. As a result, it is a challenging problem to detect and differentiate temporal and stable topics from large amounts of usergenerated social media data.
Research on traditional topic detection and tracking employs on-line incremental clustering [1] or retrospective off-line clustering [25] for documents and extracts representative features for clusters as a summary of the events. These methods are suitable for conventional web pages where most documents are long, rich in keywords, and related to certain popular events.
However, social media data differ substantially from web pages. E.g., in collaborative tagging systems, description of resource is constrained to a few words. In microblog systems like Twitter, the length of each post cannot exceed 140 characters. Statistics show that each post covers only 12.79 words on average in the real data sets used in our experiments. Usergenerated contents with short textual descriptions result in very sparse keyword-document distributions, rendering traditional topic detection methods unsuitable for social media data.
Other methods like topic models and burst feature clustering have also been applied to detect topics with temporal features. However, these methods lack explicit combination of stable and temporal features. Hence, temporal topics detected by them would be overwhelmed by stable keywords with abstract semantics, especially on data sets where stable topics occupy advantaged proportions. This shortcoming will be demonstrated in our experiments in Section VI.
In this paper, we aim to detect temporal topics and extract stable topics simultaneously in a unified mixture model. Specifically, we propose a user-temporal mixture model based on the intuition that the content generated by a user is based on either his/her personal stable interest or a popular topic that attracts his/her attention at that time.
Stable topics represent commonly discussed themes within steady user groups. Therefore, we assume that stable topics are generated by users or user communities. Accordingly, we design a spatial regularizer that makes use of the social network structure to enhance the mixture model.
On the other hand, temporal topics have their time-sensitive popularity, i.e., their trends go through a drastic increase in a certain period of time, resulting in a synchronous increase of correlated words occurrence. This can be seen from the temporal topic shown in Figure 1 . Aware of this important observation, we design a temporal regularizer and a burstweighted smoothing scheme to further enhance the mixture model for simultaneous temporal and stable topic detection.
We make the following contributions in this paper.
• We propose a user-temporal mixture topic model which combines stable and temporal features in topic detection.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mixture model that allows simultaneous detection of stable and temporal topics in a direct way.
• We propose a regularization framework to enhance our user-temporal mixture model by exploiting both spatial and temporal information.
• We propose a novel burst-weighted smoothing scheme to improve the process of temporal topic detection and presentation.
• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our proposals. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our model in terms of topic detection accuracy and discrimination in stable and temporal topics. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews related works. Section III presents preliminaries and formulates the problem to tackle. Section IV details the basic user-temporal mixture model for simultaneous detection of stable and temporal topics. Section V elaborates on the enhancements for the basic mixture model. Section VI reports the experimental results. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Topic models provide a principled and nice way to discover topic structures from large document collections. Standard topic models such as LDA [4] and PLSA [10] , [11] do not consider the temporal information. A number of temporal topic models have been proposed to consider topic evolution and topic trends over time. Mei and Zhai [19] , [24] studied mining evolutionary topics from texts by comparing topics in consecutive time intervals. Wang and McCallum [23] designed Topic Over Time (TOT) model that treats time stamp as an observed continuous variable generated by topic. This model was designed for capturing temporal features with beta distribution, and confined topics neatly focused on time by keeping the temporal components. Some other models [2] , [3] , [8] are also proposed to study topic changes over time, but the focus is not on bursty patterns.
Hong and Davison [12] applied author-topic model on Twitter system, and made use of detected topics for information retrieval. Lin et al. [17] designed a model that combines document stream and network stream into popular event tracking in social media. This model also employs a Markov chain to model topic evolution along the time. Hong et al. [13] proposed to merge volume , as keywords' appearance in periods, into Dynamic Topic Model. We point out that these proposals take temporal features into consideration by concerning evolution of topics rather than catching burst spikes.
Detecting and presenting temporal features are critical for burst detection. Kleinberg [15] invented a 2-state HMM based burst detection algorithm for streams. Zhao et al. [28] applied graph cut algorithm on information flow graph to detect temporal events. Chieu and Lee [5] built a system for extracting events based on query. Leskovec et al. [16] proposed to cluster text phrase graphs to detect events in news articles. Pui et al. [20] proposed to extract burst features from text stream and group them into burst events with a Baysian probabilistic model. Yao et al. [26] , [27] designed sliding window and graph clustering based approach for burst event detection in tags. Prasad et al. [14] applied document clustering to only the novel documents identified by the dictionary learning technique within each time slice, and subsequently their detected emerging topics consist of novel documents. Unlike these works focused on detecting individual bursty keywords or novel documents, this paper is intended to detecting interesting topics which are directly associated with a word distribution.
Considering that posts are short and noisy in microblogs, Zhao et al. [29] propose a Twitter-LDA model, which only considers the users' personal interests but not the global topic trends. The TimeUserLDA model proposed by Diao et al [7] is most relevant to our proposed basic model in this paper, which is designed for finding bursty topics from microblogs. To detect bursty topics, a state machine-based method must be applied to the topics discovery by TimeUserLDA. But the model can not be directly used to distinguish temporal topics from stable topics. Besides, the social aspect is ignored in the model although the social information is so important to improve the process of topic discovery for the social media data [18] . Moreover, the model does not consider the burst information of words which is most helpful to detect bursty/temporal topics, as is evidenced in our experiment.
Our work in this paper distinguishes from previous works in several points. First, this paper combines user and temporal features in one mixture model, which can be directly used to detect stable and temporal topics simultaneously. In contrast, previous works do not provide such a mixture model or unified detection of stable and temporal topics in a direct way. Second, this paper takes advantage of user posts' temporal information plus individual bursty keywords to mine topics with temporal features. Unlike the existing burst detection methods, our proposed method automatically extracts correlated texts with temporal features and clusters them into temporal topics. Third, this paper is intended to detecting topics from social media data in which a document contains up to a hundred plus words. Whereas most previous works target at traditional, long text documents.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formally define the social media data that we are interested in and formulate the problems accordingly.
We first define the concept of document that captures the textual contents of social media data. 
This definition follows most works in information retrieval and topic modeling [2] , [9] , [17] - [19] , [24] . Given a document d = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w |d| }, we ignore the ordering of words. For the sake of simple representation, we use C to denote the complete document collection in a social media data set.
In the context of social media, a document is generated by a user through an action that is usually called "posting". To illustrate the content of a topic, we pick up k words with the highest appearance probabilities to represent it. In our work, we distinguish between stable topics and temporal topics. A stable topic is a summary of regular themes posted by users, which remains stable popularity over time, i.e., the trends of such topics have been stabilizing over time. A temporal topic has a clear temporal feature that the popularity of the topic presents increasing or declining trends over time and reaches its peak only during a certain period of time.
Definition 5: (Social Network) A social network is a graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges between vertices in V . Particularly, each vertex in V corresponds to a user, and an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E stands for the social relationship between two users u and v. The strength of the tie between users u and v is defined as a normalized non-negative value π (u, v) .
Given a document collection C, a user-time-keyword matrix M , and a social network G, our intension in this paper is to find interesting topics from C by exploiting the information captured in M and G. More explicitly, we intend to perform the following two tasks in a unified way.
Task 1: Extracting Stable Topics. This task is to model and extract a set of stable topic models, Θ U = {θ i }, where |Θ U | = k 1 and k 1 is a user specified parameter.
Task 2: Detecting Temporal Topics. The task is to discover and detect a set of temporal topic models, Θ T = {θ j }, where |Θ T | = k 2 and k 2 is a user specified parameter.
The result of Task 1 can be utilized to model stable interests of a user, which can bring lots of benefits to computational advertising, content targeting and web search with personalized results and improved relevance. The result of Task 2 can be used to analyze the topic trends and to identify the currently most popular and hot topics.
To resolve these two tasks in a unified way is challenging due to several reasons. First, no existing model supports both tasks at the same time. Second, there exists no framework that can simultaneously embed a social network structure and a temporal structure in a topic model. Indeed, it is an open question whether a social network structure can help extract stable topics. It is also still unclear whether temporal information can improve the process of temporal topic detection. Our research in this paper will provide answers to these questions.
It is also noteworthy that traditional topic detection and tracking (TDT) techniques, as well as topic models, do not suit the context of user-oriented social media. Such traditional techniques work on documents as basic units, assuming that a document is relatively rich in keywords and all keywords in a document are coherent. However, user-generated contents in today's social media usually consist of very short textual descriptions, which result in very sparse keyword-document distributions. Such a substantial distinction from traditional materials for information retrieval also calls for novel techniques for topic detection from social media data [12] .
IV. A MIXTURE MODEL FOR DETECTING STABLE AND
TEMPORAL TOPICS In this section, we propose a user-temporal mixture topic model that integrates user and temporal features, followed by an EM-based algorithm for inferring model parameters. In the user-temporal mixture model, we pre-categorize topics into two types: stable topics and temporal topics. Stable topics summarize theme reflected from regular postings according to the stable interest of a user or a community. While temporal topics capture the popular events or controversial news igniting hot discussion in a certain period. In this model, we aim to detect both temporal and stable topics in one generating process. Table I lists the relevant notations we use.
A. User-Temporal Model
The mixture model is represented in Equation 1. For a stable topic θ i we pay particular attention to its user u who generates it. For a temporal topic θ j we pay more attention to when, indicated by time t, it is generated. Like PLSA [10] , [11] , our user-temporal model consists of three layers and two branches mixing user and temporal features, each branch deciding a different topic type. Parameters λ U and λ T in Equation 1 are the probability coefficients controlling the branch choice, which also denote the proportions of stable and temporal topics in the data set.
(1) For the user branch, a stable topic is chosen according to the interest of a particular user. For the time branch, a temporal topic is generated according to the time stamp of a post, which means the post belongs to the topics that are popular for a short period of time around that time stamp. Temporal topics have their distribution on the time dimension, which indicates its popularity probabilities. The time period during which a temporal topic has its highest probability is its popularity period. In our setting, the user interest is assumed to be stable through time, and we ignore the possible slight evolution of user interest.
Our mixture model contains four probability matrices, namely p(θ i |u), p(w|θ i ), p(θ j |t) and p(w|θ j ). These parameters are estimated from the observation data, which is a usertime-keyword matrix M where each cell M [u, t, w] indicates how many times user u post word w during time period t. This matrix is used in estimating both types of topics.
Whether a keyword is generated by either a stable topic or a temporal topic is decided by relevant statistics which are the contributions by the user u and the time slice t, respectively. For instance, if many other users also use keyword w in a certain period t, w would be treated as a temporal keyword with higher probability. Otherwise, it would belong to stable topics. Thus, keywords with clear temporal features would be clustered into temporal topics whose popularity synchronizes to that of their keywords.
The topics generated in the two branches are not estimated individually. Both types of topics interact with each other during the learning procedure. This two-branch assumption can filter out the stable components from burst topics by stable branch. It also helps refine the quality of stable topics without disturbance from breaking events as time elapses.
B. Estimation of Model Parameters
Given an observation matrix M (U, T, W ), the learning procedure of our model is to estimate the maximum probability of generating the observed samples. The log-likelihood of the whole document collection C by our approach is in Equation 2, where p(w|u, t) is defined according to Equation 1 .
The goal of parameter estimation is to maximize Equation 2. As this equation cannot be solved directly by applying Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), we apply an EM approach instead. In an expectation (E) step of the EM approach, posterior probabilities are computed for the latent variables based on the current estimates of the parameters. In a maximization (M) step, parameters are updated by maximizing the so-called expected complete data log-likelihood that depends on the posterior probabilities computed in the E-step.
In our model, we have parameter set {p(w|θ i ), p(w|θ j ), p(θ i |u), p(θ j |t)} and the latent variables are hidden topics θ i and θ j . For simplicity, we use ψ to denote all these parameters. The detailed parameter estimation procedure for the usertemporal model is illustrated in following equations. E-step:
where B(w|u) and B(w|t) are defined as follows:
With simple derivations [10] , we can obtain the relevant part of the expected complete data log-likelihood for our proposed mixture model:
Maximizing Q(ψ) with respect to the parameters ψ and with the constraints w∈W p(w|θ i ) = 1, w∈W p(w|θ j ) = 1,
we can obtain the M-step re-estimation equations as follows:
With an initial random guess of {p(w|θ i ), {p(w|θ j ), p(θ i |u), p(θ j |t)}, we alternately apply the E-step and M-step until a termination condition is met. Instead of picking a fixed λ U , we estimate its value in M-step. This floating treatment can automatically adapt the model parameter estimation to various data sets with different proportions of temporal topics. After λ U is decided in each iteration, we simply set λ T to 1 − λ U . Specifically, λ U is estimated as follows.
where
V. ENHANCEMENT OF THE MIXTURE MODEL
In this section, we develop three methods to enhance our proposed mixture model for stable and temporal topics. Specifically, we attempt to exploit the temporal and spatial information to enhance the prior knowledge about users' topic distribution and temporal topic distribution.
Our enhancements make use of two intuitions. First, if two users u, v ∈ U are close in the social network G, their user conditional probability distributions p(θ i |u) and p(θ i |v) are similar to each other. Second, if two time slices t, t ∈ T are close in the time axis, the temporal conditional probability distributions p(θ j |t) and p(θ j |t ) approximate to each other. In other words, the user topic distribution p(θ i |u) and the temporal topic distribution p(θ j |t) change smoothly along the spatial and the temporal dimensions, respectively.
A. Spatial Regularization
The phenomenon of homophily in social networks is attributed to the effects of selection and social influence [22] . Selection means that people tend to form relationships with those sharing similar attitudes and interests. Due to social influence, related people in a social network tend to influence each other, and thus become more similar [22] . For example, two researchers who often coauthor with each other are likely to be working on the same topics. As another example, the interests and posting behaviors of a user on a microblog platform, like retweeting and forwarding on Twitter, are often affected by his neighbors on the graph structure of interactions. The increasing availability of online social media data has provided an valuable source of spatial information which, however, has not been fully utilized.
Motivated as such, we in this section exploit the spatial information in a social network to improve the process of topic detection. To integrate the information of spatial smoothness into our model, we make each user's topic distribution dependent on the topic distributions of her/his direct neighbors in the social network. Specifically, we propose a new spatial regularization framework to model user topics in the presence of a user network. The criterion of the regularizer in the framework is succinct and natural: users who are connected to each other tend to have similar weights of topics p(θ i |u).
1) Framework:
Formally, we define a regularized data likelihood as follows:
where L(C) is the document collection C's log likelihood (defined in Equation 2), and R(C, G) is a harmonic regularizer defined on the social network graph G. We adopt the network regularizer R(C, G) [18] as our spatial regularizer, which is defined as follows:
Our proposed spatial regularization framework can leverage the power of both the topic model and the social network. Intuitively, L(C) in Equation 11 measures how likely the data is generated by the topic model. By maximizing L(C), we make {p(θ i |u)} and {p(w|θ i )} fit the text data as much as possible. By minimizing R(C, G), we smooth the topic distribution on the social network, where adjacent vertices have similar topic distributions. The parameter λ controls the balance between the data likelihood and the smoothness of topic distribution over the network. It is easy to see that if λ = 0, the objective function degenerates to the log likelihood of generating the document collection C in Equation 2.
By integrating Equations 2 and 12 into Equation 11, we have
2) Model Parameter Estimation: In this part, we discuss parameter estimation of the mixture model enhanced with spatial regularization.
The enhanced model adopts the same generating schemes as that of the basic mixture model. Thus, the enhanced model has exactly the same E-step as that of the basic model. For the M-step, it can be derived that the relevant part of the expected complete data log-likelihood for the enhanced model is:
Since the spatial regularization part R(C, G) only involves the parameters p(θ i |u), we can get the same M-step re-estimation equation for p(θ j |t), p(w|θ i ) and p(w|θ j ) as in Equations 7, 8, and 9. However, we do not have a close form re-estimation equation for p(θ i |u). In this case, the traditional EM algorithm cannot be applied.
In the following, we discuss how to use the generalized EM algorithm (GEM) [21] to maximize the regularized loglikelihood of our enhanced model in Equation 11. The major difference between EM and GEM is in the M-step. Instead of finding the globally optimal solution ψ which maximizes the expected complete data log-likelihood Q(ψ) in the M-step of EM algorithm, GEM only needs to find a "better" ψ in each new iteration. Let ψ n denote the parameter values of the previous iteration and ψ n+1 denote the parameter values of the current iteration. The convergence of GEM algorithm only requires Q(ψ n+1 ) ≥ Q(ψ n ) [21] .
In each M-step, we have parameter values ψ n and try to find
we first find ψ (1) n+1 which maximizes Q(ψ) instead of the whole Q(ψ). This can be done by simply applying Equations 6, 7, 8 and 9. Clearly, Q(ψ (1) n+1 ) ≥ Q(ψ n ) does not necessarily hold. We then decrease R(C, G) by starting from ψ (1) n+1 , which can be done by Newton-Raphson method [21] . Notice that R(C, G) only involves parameters p(θ i |u), we only need to update the
Given a function f (x) and the initial value x m , the NewtonRaphson updating formula to decrease (or increase) f (x) is
Since we have the following regularizer:
the Newton-Raphson method decreases R(C, G) in each updating step. Integrating R(C, G) and ψ (1) n+1 into Equation (14), we obtain the close form solution for ψ (2) n+1 , and then ψ
Obviously, θi∈Θ U p(θ i |u)
When it is set to 1, the new topic distribution of a user is the average of the old distributions from the neighbors. This parameter affects the convergence speed only but not the convergence result.
We continue the iteration of Equation 15 until Q(ψ
If not, we reject the proposal of ψ (m) n+1 , and return the ψ n as the result of the M-step. The above spatial regularization process is formalized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Spatial Regularization
Input: Parameters ψ n+1 , Spatial Regularization parameters λ, Newton step parameter γ;
B. Temporal Regularization
As temporal topics account for the evolution of global trends, a reasonable prior belief is that they change smoothly over time. We further assume that each time feature vector depends only on its immediate predecessor, and two consecutive temporal topic distributions are similar. So we propose a temporal regularizer as follows:
Formally, we define the data likelihood with temporal regularization as follows:
The parameter ξ plays a similar role as λ in Equation 11 , controlling the balance between the data likelihood and the smoothness of topic distribution over the time. Similar to the spatial regularization, the user-temporal mixture model with temporal regularization adopts the same generative schemes as that of the basic mixture model. Thus, the enhanced model has exactly the same E-step as that of the basic model. For the M-step, it can be derived that the expected complete data log-likelihood for the enhanced model is:
Due to the same reason with the spatial regularization, we cannot obtain a close form solution for p(θ j |t) in the M-step. The generalized EM algorithm is also adopted to estimate all parameters and latent variables in the enhanced model with the temporal regularization since R(C, T ) enjoys a similar form with the spatial regularizer R(C, G). Clearly, just as the spatial regularizer R(C, G), the temporal regularizer R(C, T ) is nonnegative, so the Newton-Raphson method decreases R(C, T ) in each updating step. By integrating ψ (1) n+1 and R(C, T ) into Equation 14 , we obtain the close form solution for ψ (2) n+1 , and then ψ
Notice that the p(w|θ i ) n+1 , p(w|θ j ) n+1 and p(θ i |u) n+1 remain the same in ψ n+1 , and the temporal regularization process is formalized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Temporal Regularization
Input: Parameters ψ n+1 , Temporal Regularization parameters ξ, Newton step parameter γ;
C. Burst-Weighted Smoothing
Topic models without considering individual burst words will lead to the problem that words with high occurrence rate, mostly denoting semantically abstract concepts, are likely to appear at top positions in summaries [6] . This phenomenon widely exists and is the direct result of the principle of probabilistic models, because words with more appearances tend to be estimated with high generation probabilities and ranked at top positions in a topic. In stable topics, these general words can illustrate the domains of topics at a first glimpse. However, in temporal topics, words with notable burst feature are superior in expressing temporal information compared to those with abstract meanings since users are more interested in burst words than in abstract categories when browsing a temporal topic.
An example of two kinds of words is shown in Figure 2 . Three burst words "mj", "moonwalk" and "michaeljackson" have their distribution curves with sharp spikes. We can see that although the trends of these words do not always synchronize, they all go through a drastic increase and reach peaks in July 2009. The bursts in their curve are ignited by a real life event, i.e., Michael Jackson's death. An effective topic model should capture these words into one topic.
On the other hand, abstract words like "news" and "world" maintains high occurrences throughout the year in Figure 2 but they convey little information. Although they are relevant to the event in July, they also have relationships to many other topics. For example, word "news" could be used to represent various different news. However, such abstract words shadow the spikes of more meaningful words. The high occurrences of such abstract words during the burst period of the burst words may overwhelm the latter and render them unnoticed. To boost interesting temporal topics, we propose a smoothing technique that merges correlated words into one temporal topic and achieves higher visibility for such a topic.
In particular, we first conduct burst detection [15] , [27] to detect individual burst words. Most of the spikes on words' temporal distribution curves are brought by discussion of correlated temporal topics. Burst detection on word granularity cannot clearly express the whole topic because of their semantic limitations. However, they are the core component of temporal topics, like what is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Since words' burst information cannot be directly inferred from raw data, we apply an existing approach [27] by modeling word occurrence stream with sliding windows. We assume that the occurrence of a word remains stable with a little fluctuation, which can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution freq ∼ (µ, σ 2 ). As a result, freq t is the occurrence of the word at time t. We compare a word's occurrence freq t with sliding window containing its recent history periods [t − n, t − 1], and define word w's burst degree at t as burst degree(w, t) = (freq t − µ t )/σ t . Parameters µ t and σ t are mean and variance estimated by samples in a recent history window of t:
By applying the burst degree calculation on individual words, we detect burst periods for words. In Gaussian distribution, the probability for occurrence larger than µ + 2 * σ is less than 5%. Therefore, we deem that a word w is in its burst state when its burst degree burst degree(w, t) is larger than 2. Statistics show that 14.7% of words in our data set have gone through at least one burst state accordingly.
Subsequently, we implement a burst smoothing step to escalate the probability of these burst words during the procedure of detecting temporal topics. The detailed usage of burst features is described as follows. First, when choosing words for input of our model, we loosen the occurrence threshold for burst words, which enables more of them to participate in training of topics even with slightly less occurrence. Second, we implement a smoothing step after each few E-M iterations for burst words. In this step, a word w will have its boosted probability on a temporal topic only if w's burst period overlaps with that of the topic. Specifically, we pick up time slice set T t = {t j1 , t j2 , ..., t jm } on which topic θ j has a high probability. A word w has its burst time slice set T w = {t w1 , t w2 , ..., t wn }. Only in the time slice t ∈ T w ∩ T t , can the probability p(w|θ j ) be boosted according to Equation 22 , as follows:
where α is a positive parameter, denoting the threshold for activating the burst-weighted smoothing procedure. This is intuitive since we have to ensure the positive correlation between words and temporal topics. Only when the burst word is positively correlated with a temporal topic can the burstweighted smoothing procedure be activated.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of our user-temporal mixture model and its enhanced variants.
A. Data Sets
Because no benchmark data is available for performance evaluation on stable and temporal topic detection, we collected two real-life data sets from Twitter and Del.icio.us. We first removed all the stop words and discarded tweets with fewer than three words. We then removed words with a tweet frequency less than 10.
Del.icio.us: Del.icio.us is a collaborative tagging system on which users can upload and tag web pages. We collected 200,000 users and their uploading behaviors from the period of Feb. 2008 to Dec. 2009. The data set contains 7,103,622 tags. Topics on technology and electronics cover more than half of all the posts. Nevertheless, breaking news with strong temporal features can also be traced in this data set. To avoid the time cost and noise brought by the long tail, we removed tags with a frequency less than 20 and discarded users with fewer than 10 tags.
B. Topic Detection Approaches in Comparison
Our proposed user-temporal mixture model has four variants: BUT is the basic model (Section IV), EUTS is the model enhanced with spatial regularization (Section V-A), EUTT is the model enhanced with temporal regularization (Section V-B), and EUTB is the model enhanced with the spatial regularization as well as the burst-weighted smoothing scheme (Sections V-C and V-A). We compare these variants with five categories of competitor approaches.
PLSA Model on Time Slices: We first implemented the traditional PLSA model by following a previous work [19] . In particular, we partitioned a given data set into time slices by posts' time stamps, and learned a set of topics for each time slice. We then built up story lines by comparing and linking similar topics in adjacent time slices to compose stable topics.
Detecting Stable and Temporal Topic Models Individually: The second competitor approach detects stable and temporal topics in two separate procedures. For the stable topic extraction, we ran the PLSA model on the whole data set. To detect temporal topics, we implemented the coordinated temporal topic detection method [24] with a single text stream. This method assumes that topics are generated by the time stamp, with a background topic for smoothing. We compare the stable and temporal topics separately detected to their counterparts detected by our user-temporal mixture model. To make the results comparison fair, we set the number of stable (and temporal) topics in this approach equal to that of the stable (and temporal) topics in our mixture model.
Topic Over Time Model (TOT):
The third competitor is an LDA-style model [23] that treats both time stamps and words as variables generated by the latent topics. This model estimates the time distribution of each topic based on the beta distribution assumption. Whether a topic is labeled as "temporal" or "stable" is decided by the parameter which controls the shape of beta distribution.
TimeUserLDA: The TimeUserLDA model [7] is most relevant to our basic model in the aspect that they both consider users' topical interests and global topic trends. But there is only one type of topics in TimeUserLDA while our models pre-categorize topics into two types: stable topics and temporal topics. Each topic discovered by TimeUserLDA is in either the bursty state or the stable state for each time slice, which can be detected through a state machine method. To make the results comparable, we categorize their topics into two types according to their temporal states, as follows: a topic is assumed to belong to temporal topics if it has at least one bursty state; otherwise, the topic is assumed to be stable.
Twitter-LDA: The Twitter-LDA model [29] assumes that each post on microblogs is assigned a single topic and some words can be background words. As is presented in literature [7] , this model in fact is a degenerate variation of TimeUserLDA and is also called UserLDA since it only considers the users' personal interests but not the temporal topical trends. To categorize the discovered topics into temporal topics and stable topics, a state machine-based method is applied, just like the method used in TimeUserLDA.
Tuning model parameters, such as the number of topics for all models, is critical to the model performance. We only report the optimal performance with tuned parameters and omit the details due to space constraint. By default, the parameter α, denoting burst degree threshold, was set to 2, the Newton step parameter γ was 0.1, the regularization parameters λ and ξ were 1000. For k 1 and k 2 , we only report the performance with 60 stable topics and 40 temporal topics. Additionally, we set iteration number to 100, and partitioned each month into 10 time slices each of which covers about 3 days.
C. Evaluation Results
We use three methods to evaluate the results returned by the topic detection approaches in our comparison: time stamp prediction, temporal component analysis and user study. Note that the metric of perplexity, commonly used to measure the detected topics' fitness, does not suit temporal topic detection because it captures no temporal information.
1) Time Stamp Prediction:
A prediction method [23] has been proposed to evaluate the quality of temporal topics by measuring the capability of predicting the time stamp given the words in a post. This method provides an opportunity to quantitatively compare our proposed models with the competitors in terms of the accuracy of predicting the time stamp of temporal posts.
In order to evaluate the quality of both stable and temporal topics in our experiments, we generated a testing set composed of both stable and temporal posts as follows. We first collected the representative keywords of popular events as seeds, and then we randomly sampled posts containing these seeds as temporal posts. Stable posts were generated likewise by choosing posts with the stable seeds. The composition of the testing set was controlled by changing the ratio between temporal and stable posts. Each temporal post is associated with a real time stamp. Either a correct guess of the time stamp for a temporal post or a successful recognition of a stable post would be considered as a correct prediction.
The process of prediction assumes that a post is generated from either a stable topic or a temporal topic. If a post has its keywords generated from one of the stable topics with the highest probabilities, the post is predicted as "stable". Otherwise, the testing post's time stamp is estimated from its corresponding temporal topic. We do not provide comparison with Twitter-LDA in this prediction task since Twitter-LDA does not consider temporal information and cannot be used to predict the time stamp of the temporal post. The prediction accuracy curve is illustrated in Figure 3 . From Figure 3 , we observe that our proposed user-temporal mixture model and its enhanced variants outperform the nonmixture competitor approaches, especially when the proportion of temporal posts is high. As is expected, the mixture competitor TimeUserLDA achieves the similar performance with our basic model BUT, since it is also a mixture model that consider both users' topical interests and the global topic trends when discovering topics. It is should be noted that the accuracy of our proposed EUTB doubles that of all non-mixture competitors and is also higher than that of the TimeUserLDA when the testing set is composed of temporal posts only, which indicates that most of the temporal posts are successfully detected and predicted by EUTB. This superiority of EUTB verifies our intuition that by merging temporal topics with bursty features, we can better capture the bursty keywords in temporal posts and map them into the correct time stamps.
When the proportion of stable posts is high, our proposed models also yield comparable results. In particular, EUTS performs the best but its accuracy decreases clearly as the proportion of temporal topics increases. This indicates that spatial regularization is effective in stable topic detection. Although the competitor "Individual Detection" also achieves high prediction accuracy in this situation, its accuracy drops more drastically when the temporal proportion increases. This separate temporal topic detection method does not perform well as it is not able to grasp temporal features accurately.
By comparison among BUT, EUTB and EUTT, we observe that the temporal regularization dose not improve the temporal topic detection as the spatial regularization promotes the stable topic extraction, although they share similar forms and principles. This is because temporal topics enjoy a different nature from stable topics. Specifically, temporal topics are sensitive to time and are often related with breaking events while temporal regularization aims to reduce the difference between different time slices.
In summary, we have three conclusions. First, the accuracy of both temporal and stable topic detections benefit from the unified model that integrates two aspects of information. Second, spatial regularization, e.g., social network regularization, can improve the stable topic detection. Third, our proposed burst-weighted smoothing scheme can further improve the accuracy of temporal topic detection, which is supported by the accuracy difference between EUTB and EUTS.
2) Temporal Feature Component: Typical temporal topics should contain enough burst features to be distinguished from stable topics. Since different models have different latent topic parameters, their topic distributions are incomparable. To represent the topic's temporal distribution from the illustrative view, we define the topic distribution over the time axis as a weighted aggregation of its representative keywords: (t,w) . Here c(t, w) denotes the occurrence of word w at time t for all users. This metric can reflect the quality of topics from the aspect of valuing the temporal features inside topics. A successfully detected temporal topic should contain representative bursty keywords with spikes over time, while a stable topic should have a flat distribution over time.
We measure the curve's unevenness by its normalized variance of the curve. Intuitively, the larger the difference is between N-variances of temporal and stable topics, the better the model performs on this measurement. The results are listed in Table II . Our proposed user-temporal mixture model and its variants outperform other competitors in this metric. Temporal topics detected by user-temporal mixture model have much sharper curves, and therefore their normalized variances of curves significantly outnumber that of the temporal topics detected by competitors. On the other hand, our models have lower normalized variances on stable topics than the competitors, which means stable topics extracted by our models present smoother curve for stable topics. The competitor TimeUserLDA performs best among all competitor methods since it considers both users' interests and temporal topic trends simultaneously, just like ours. But, this method is beaten by our proposed EUTB due to that TimeUserLDA does not consider the social aspect and the burst features of words when discovering topics.
Among our proposed models, EUTS obtains the lowest normalized variance for stable topic extraction, which is consistent with the aforementioned conclusion that spatial regularization can improve the stable topic extraction. In addition, EUTB has the largest normalized variance value for temporal topic detection. These results support the aforementioned conclusion that burst-weighted smoothing scheme can further improve the accuracy of temporal topic detection. 3) User Study: In order to evaluate the quality of temporal topics detected by different models, we adopted similar method used in [7] , and conducted a user survey on the Twitter data set by hiring 3 volunteers as annotators. For each topic, we extracted keywords with the highest probabilities to represent its content. Each topic was labeled by two different annotators, and if they disagreed a third annotator was introduced. Three exclusive labels were provided to indicate the quality of temporal topic detection.
• Excellent: a nicely presented temporal topic The labeling results are summarized in Table III . Up to 75% of the temporal topics detected by EUTB were labeled as "Excellent" or "Good", and 42.5% were regarded as "Excellent". Among all competitors, TimeUserLDA performs best. 67.5% of the detected temporal topics were judged as "Excellent" or "Good", and 29.5% were regarded as "Excellent". Other competitors got merely or slightly more than 50% of their detected topics labeled as "Excellent" or "Good". In particular, the competitors got significantly less "Excellent" labels. These results demonstrate that our proposed user-temporal mixture model enhanced with spatial regularization and burst-weighted smoothing outperforms its competitors in a remarked way.
4) Illustration of Topics Detected:
In this section, we list part of the stable and temporal topics detected by our usertemporal mixture model on the two real data sets. TimeUserLDA  latest  michaeljackson  news  michaeljackson  news  headline  july  world  jackson  jackson  news  breaking  breaking  mj  michael  investigative  news  jackson  moonwalk  michaeljackson  michaeljackson  headline  michaeljackson  death  death  event  investigative  death  news  investigative   TABLE IV  TOPIC "MICHAEL JACKSON" DETECTED BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES   T77  T78  T87  T89  T60  T71 Our mixture model is able to detect a lot of meaningful temporal topics like "swineflu" or "webcomics" which competitor approaches cannot detect. Our mixture model also presents detected bursty topics in a more meaningful way than the competitors. An example of "michael jackson's death" is illustrated in Table IV . In other approaches, keywords with abstract semantics like "event", "headline", and "world" are estimated to be generated with high probabilities due to their high frequencies, and thus they are ranked in top positions of the detected topic. But, these words are of little help to describe the event. In contrast, our model clearly promotes concrete words like "moonwalk" because they have tight coburst relationship with "Michael Jackson". Note that such low frequency words are generally ignored by existing approaches.
PLSA on slices
Further, we list the stable topics and temporal topics detected by our mixture model in Tables V to VIII . From these results, we can clearly tell the differences between stable and temporal topics. Stable topics are about a certain, common aspect with more general words as its composition, like topics "technology", "news", "international news" in Table VII . While temporal topics are closely related to specific events during a certain period of time. Referring to Table V, these six topics shown are about "U.S president inauguration", "Apollo 11 ceremony", "swineflu", "googlewave", "android" and "webcomics", respectively. All of them correspond to reallife events. The time when these topics reached their peaks, shown on the second row in the table, is very close to the time when these events happened in real life. Table VI and VIII, topics detected on Twitter are more closely related to daily life, compared to the topics on Del.icio.us where users are more inclined to discuss technology. Table VI shows that temporal topics on Twitter are more correlated to season, festivals, breaking news as well as entertainment. These results are consistent with the different natures of Twitter and Del.icio.us.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the popularity curves of temporal topics detected by our model. Most of these temporal topics reach a peak in a short period of time and then disappear very soon, making a sharp spike on the curve. Topics with 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a user-temporal mixture model for detecting temporal and stable topics simultaneously from the social media data. To enhance this mixture model, we developed a novel regularization framework that supports spatial and temporal regularizers in a unified way, and a burstweighted smoothing scheme that promotes bursty features for temporal topic detection. Using two real social media data sets, we conducted extensive experiments to evaluate our proposals. The results demonstrate that our mixture model is able to discover and distinguish temporal topics from stable topics. Our mixture model enhanced with the spatial regularization and the burst-weighted smoothing scheme significantly outperforms competitor approaches, in terms of topic detection accuracy and discrimination in stable and temporal topics.
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